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Off-Island election round-up
By Kevin Woodhouse
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son, but Tanguay takes issue with it.
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region, in order to "give residents the option
of working and living in Vaudreuil-Dorion
because the new companies to give people
the choice to work here for a better quality of
life." Pilon has guided his city into the enviable position of being one of the few with a
surplus.
The city of Hudson's mayoral race has
three contenders with Jacques Bourgeois

running one three key points: improved governance, managed development and a preserved quality of life.
Bourgeois is in favour of reviewing the
city's tree cutting bylaw but is against "wetland swaps" as well as the Enbridge pipeline.
See OFF-ISLAND, page 17
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As a personal finance coach, I define mindful spending as
an increased state of awareness as you are in the midst of
spending money. It entails that you question your motives
behind buying a certain item. It’s also about digging
deeper within yourself and understanding what emotion
you are hoping to achieve by acquiring that item: are you
spending because you’re bored and you want to entertain
yourself? Perhaps you had a stressful day at work and you
feel like you deserve a treat? Did your ego take a hit and
you want to feel better about yourself? Are you trying to
live up to other people’s expectations? Do you feel obliged
to keep up with a social image that you can’t truly afford?
Being a mindful spender is crucial in keeping your
finances in check. It helps you better understand your
spending habits and helps you stay on the right financial track. Most importantly, it
will teach you how not to fulfill deeper unmet needs with money and things.

For more information, visit www.maxworth.ca
or call Lama directly at (514) 717-1976.
UPCOMING COURSE:
If you are tired of your poor financial health then this unique 6-week course could
be just what you need. You will:
> Gain clarity and understanding around your money behavior
> Heal your unhealthy limiting money beliefs that are blocking you today,
without your knowledge
> Define your vision and financial goals
> Have the tools to stay on top of your finances with ease and control.
Register today at http://maxworth-psysante.eventbrite.ca
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Lama Farran is a personal finance coach, affiliated with the holistic clinic
Psysanté. She is devoted to educating individuals /families about money without
selling them any financial products. She helps her clients uncover their spending
habits, set realistic and feasible budgets, and treat debt challenges at the root.
She also coaches her clients on improving their money management skills.

